Desert
Sunrise
Beige Base with
Red and Sand
Tones

“

“It was time for an exterior remodel of our home, so I did some
searching on the internet for an exterior rock that we could put on
the front of our house. I didn’t want the cost or weight of traditional
rock, but I did want something that could stand up to inclement
weather and the look and feel of real stone. That is when I
discovered GenStone!”
—Bryant, Southern Indiana

“

“We just finished our front entry deck incorporating GenStone Desert
Sunrise and the trim. We are very pleased with the outcome and are
getting many compliments. The panels and trim are so easy to use and
we may expand to more areas of the house.”
—Dandy, Eugene, OR

“

“I wanted to build an above ground pond for my yard and I heard
about genstone from a friend. It was easy to install and it looks
professionally done. What I liked best about this product was the
help I received from their customer service rep Rob. He went above
and beyond to make sure I was comfortable completing my project.”
—Kevin, San Diego, CA

“

“We bought our home with a bar area in the basement family room
but were never satisfied with its very dated appearance. Our vision
of a stone wall on the bar front and sides of the back bar was firmly
envisioned in our minds and we knew we would need to do the work
ourselves with no experience.”
—Bob, Reading, PA

Desert Sunrise
Color Profile
Inspiration
Imagine watching the desert
horizon at dawn, as the rising
sun illuminates the earth,
adding dimension and warmth
to the faded terrain below.
Bathed in a dreamy red glow,
this pale, rugged landscape

DESERT SUNRISE STACKED STONE SYSTEM
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is transformed before your
eyes. The GenStone design
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team used this breathtaking
experience as an inspiration for
our Desert Sunrise faux
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stone panels.
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Desert Sunrise features a warm,
beige base washed with red and
dark sandstone hues that bring
each faux stone panel to life.
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This modern design is ideal for
those seeking a distinct, bold
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but romantic look for their next
project. Try Desert Sunrise with
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your next project. Order your
sample today.
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Try out our visualizer to see if
Desert Sunrise is the best color

1. Full Panel
2. 12" Return (Left & Right)
3. Corner (Inside & Outside)
4. Corner Ledger (Inside & Outside

5. Pillar Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

7. Pillar Panels

6. Column Cap
(Peaked & Flat)

9. Trim

choice for your next project!

8. Ledger
10. Wall Cap

genstone.com/imagine-stone

NEED HELP? WE’RE LISTENING!
COLOR SELECTION • PERSONALIZED QUOTE • INSTALL
Connect with a GenStone Project Coordinator and find answers to all of
your questions. From choosing the right color for your project to how
much GenStone you need and how to install it, our team is available to
you on demand and at no additional cost.
Request a Project SOS here or give us a call 24/7 at 1-855-397-1294 for
help with your project.

